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“Do this! Do that!,  
   And nothing will happen” 

Do specifications lead to  
securely stored passwords? 
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Passwords are important

… 
"user1", "salt1_19827", H("password"+"salt1") 
"user2", "salt2_71713", H("password"+"salt2") 
…



Passwords are important

… 
"user1", " s a l t 1 _ 1 9 8 2 7 " ,  H ( " p a s s w o r d " + " s a l t 1 " )  
"user2", " s a l t 2 _ 7 1 7 1 3 " ,  H ( " p a s s w o r d " + " s a l t 2 " )  
…



Developers struggle 
with password storage.
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Writing a specification 
before coding leads to 

higher quality code



CC-BY-SA-3.0 ("sd&m ist Inhaber des vollumfänglichen Nutzungsrechtes. 
Wir sind mit einer Veröffentlichung des Photos unter der Lizenz "Creative 

Commons-Attribution-Share Alike-3.0" einverstanden.")

“Careful function 
definition, careful specification, 

and the disciplined exorcism of frills of 
function and flights of technique all 
reduce the number of system bugs 

that have to be found.”  



Katie Chan, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International

“If you don't have a spec, 
you will always spend more time and 

create lower quality code.”  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en


…



So does the act of 
writing a spec for a 

piece of security 
sensitive code lead to 
developers producing 

more secure code?



There's a significant effect, but the effect size is tiny. 
p = 0.027 rrb = 0.209

…Kinda?
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There's a significant effect, but the effect size is tiny. 
p = 0.027 rrb = 0.209

…Kinda?
…but they also think they're storing 

them right to begin with 😱
…perhaps this isn't the problem  

I should really be focussing on 🤔



The Experiment
What we did (I)

Two groups experiment: 

• Get some developers to implement password storage 

• Half have to write any form of specification/plan before hand 

• Score implementations and check if writing a spec leads to higher score 

• Qualitatively analyse developers' rationales after



The Experiment
What we did (II)

Recruited 138 self described developers from Prolific Academic. 

Asked them to write code to store a password in any language. 

61 we prompted to write a spec (any form of spec) before coding. 

• In practice all wrote high-level plan-like description. 

The rest we just let code straight away 

• 36 claimed to write a spec before coding anyway. 

Scored using Naiakshina's end user password storage criteria



So how are you meant to 
store a password anyway?



NIST 800-63B
If in doubt, look it up…

There is a standard for  how to 
store passwords! 

Other standards exist (FIPS 140)



NIST 800-63B
5.1.1.2 Memorized Secret Verifiers

"Verifiers SHALL store memorized secrets in a form that is resistant to offline 
attacks. Memorized secrets SHALL be salted and hashed using a suitable one-way 
key derivation function. Key derivation functions take a password, a salt, and a cost 
factor as inputs then generate a password hash. Their purpose is to make each 
password guessing trial by an attacker who has obtained a password hash file 
expensive and therefore the cost of a guessing attack high or prohibitive. Examples 
of suitable key derivation functions include Password-based Key Derivation 
Function 2 (PBKDF2) [SP 800-132] and Balloon [BALLOON]. A memory-hard 
function SHOULD be used because it increases the cost of an attack. The key 
derivation function SHALL use an approved one-way function such as Keyed Hash 
Message Authentication Code (HMAC) [FIPS 198-1], any approved hash function in 
SP 800-107, Secure Hash Algorithm 3 (SHA-3) [FIPS 202], CMAC [SP 800-38B] or 
Keccak Message Authentication Code (KMAC), Customizable SHAKE (cSHAKE), or 
ParallelHash [SP 800-185]. The chosen output length of the key derivation function 
SHOULD be the same as the length of the underlying one-way function output."



NIST 800-63B
Naiakshina's Criteria

Scores between 0–7.  Scoring ≥6 indicates 
industrial best practice. 

• The end-user password is salted (+1) and 
hashed (+1) 

• The derived length of the hash is at least 160 
bits long (+1) 

• The iteration count for key stretching in at 
least 1,000 rounds (+0.5) or 10,000  (+1) for 
PBKDF2, and at least 210 for bcrypt (+1) 

• A memory hard hashing function is used (+1) 

• The salt value is generated randomly (+1) 

• The salt is at least 32 bits in length (+1)



Results





Spec groups 

• Those we asked to write a spec, and those who reported writing a spec 
as part of their normal programming process 

• Over half the people we didn't ask to write a spec did it anyway!



We also asked if people went and referred to a standard or looked up how 
to do it…  

• About a quarter did! 

• …but all reported looking at blog posts, stack overflow... 

• …no one reported referring to an actual standard 😨



We also asked if people held a formal software engineering qualification, 
and what experience they had… 

• TLDR, didn't help 😰



Pretty universally, everyone did badly.  Overall: 

• 65% scored nothing (plaintext password storage) 

• 92% scored two or less (they hashed and sometimes salted) 

• 2 people got to Industrial best practice (but not perfect) 

This is in-line with Naiakshina's earlier work 😱







So does the act of 
writing a spec for a 

piece of security 
sensitive code lead to 
developers producing 

more secure code?



There's a significant effect, but the effect size is tiny. 
p = 0.027 rrb = 0.209

…Kinda?
…you might remember to hash AND salt 

a password but you're still not going 
to get it right. 😢



So what did developers 
actually do?







 ...hash password in 
bcrypt or md5...



Google is your friend

Every solution we got we stuck 
into Google to see if it had been 
copied. 

Some had! 



Google is your friend

Every solution we got we stuck 
into Google to see if it had been 
copied. 

Some had! 

And they did statistically slightly 
better than those who did not 
copy their solutions! 🎉 













Perhaps avoid leading 
with a counter example…

Make it clear which bit a developer should copy



Why are 
developers 
doing this?



Why are developers doing this?
So lets ask them!

After coding we asked them: 

• why they wrote the code in the way they did? 

• if they considered any particular threats 

Qualitative coding of their responses to find overall reasons and themes





All t
otally reasonable!



Aware that 

they might 

not have  

got it right



“Unfortunately, I have not considered 
any threats, but I know that the 
password should be encrypted.” 

“Actually I didn’t consider them in the 
pseudo-code but I assume there are 
some threats like brute hacking”

(Both scored 0)



“The best security practice is not to store the password at 
all (not even encrypted), but to store the salted hash 
(with a unique salt per password) of the encrypted 
password.”

(scored 0)



“. . . (Thinking about it, it might have been a good 
idea to concatenate some constant text at the 
end of the password so that whether the user 
uses the same password on two different 
attacked services cannot be determined simply 
by checking whether the hashes are identical.)”

(scored 2) 





Most common reason for why 
developers did what they did… 
 
Because it's an easy way to 
complete the task we set.



Some developers recognised 
they didn't know how to do the 
task or that their implementation 
wasn't secure…



“I wrote the code that way since it’s the only way I 
know how to check if the passwords are valid, 
and the hashing / storing bit because unhashed 
passwords are unsafe. ... Other methods could 
be used to encrypt the password, but I’ve heard 
hashing or MD5 hashing is the most common.”

(scored 1) 



“It was the simplest and easiest way I could think ... This 
way it protects most cases, but of course a more 
elaborate with more defence lines is needed (and the 
salt implementations is not very well done, . . . )”

(scored 4) 



"My friend whose into cybersecurity told me 
about this" (scored 1) 

… 
string hashpass = MD5(password);  
PasswordDatabase.put("login","password");"  
… 



Our developer who copied from 
the blog post earlier clearly read 
some of it…



Other reasons suggest the 
developers thought they were 
getting it right…



“I have been working as a software engineer for 8 years 
and have developed authentication systems for our 
clients hundreds of times so have come to learn the 
best practices for doing so.”

(scored 3)



“Because I wrote a user 
registration system in the past.”

(scored 2)



“I’m used to implementing similar login and 
authentication mechanisms in university projects 
and the thought process is always the same…”

(scored 0)



“I wrote code like this because it is something I have 
done before. I’ve written a login system for a 
password manager so recognize that passwords 
before storage should always be hashed or 
encrypted to avoid storing them in plain text. . . ” 

(scored 2) 

   user.username = std::cin.get(); 
   user.password = hashPassword(std::cin.get()); 
} ... 
void hashPassword(std::string password) {  

        //Cryptography algorithm to hash password ,     
     preferably using a salt  
}  



We know not 
to roll our 

own crypto…



So why are we 
rolling our own 
authentication?











"He'll sit here and he'll say "Do this! 
Do That!" and nothing will happen"

Harry Truman; On Presidential Power



"We'll sit here and we'll say "Hash this! 
Salt That!" and nothing will happen"

The security community, sometimes



So how do we do it?














